Refugees and Immigrants: Brothers and Sisters

How do we love refugees? What does that look like? The BGAV is blessed by missions partnerships with our friends in the European Baptist Federation (EBF). Much of our partnership work in the EBF supported ministries amongst displaced persons. Over the next five years we are excited to support—with new intentionality—our Baptist siblings in the EBF and their incredible ministries serving migrants, refugees, and displaced persons.

As the refugee “crisis” unfolded in Europe and the Middle East over the past years, many Baptist Unions within the EBF rose to the occasion to respond. Through their years of experience and their continuing work, we have a great opportunity to learn, to listen deeply, and to engage. Already we can see how often small Baptist Unions can make huge impacts, witness God’s love for the stranger in action, and experience how the refugee “crisis” is more often an opportunity to grow God’s Kingdom than a crisis.

Through prayer, financial support, and service engagement, we want to create meaningful opportunities where the BGAV can support refugee work in Europe and to connect with refugee work in the U.S. We pray that our work is fruitful, meaningful, and furthers the reality of God’s Kingdom on earth.
Our initial BGAV focus: refugees partners include:

- Lebanon – Lebanese Baptists and The Lebanese Society for Educational & Social Development.

- Croatia – Croatian Baptists, Croatian Baptist Aid and their potential work with refugees in Bosnia.

- Austria – Austrian Baptist Aid and their refugee integration work in Austria.

- Richmond, VA – Through a partnership with the non-profit ReEstablish Richmond and their work with refugees in Richmond.

Learn more about our initial BGAV focus: refugees partners below and see how you and your church can be involved in BGAV focus: refugees by visiting BGAV.org/Refugees.

For more information about focus: refugees, contact:
Craig Waddell
Partnership and Short-Term Volunteer Coordinator
Baptist General Association of Virginia
800.255.2428, ext. 7263
craig.waddell@bgav.org
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